Abstract-Recognition of handwritten digits is most challenging sub task of character recognition due to various shapes, sizes, large variation in writing styles from person to person and also similarity in shapes of different digits. This paper presents a robust Telugu language handwritten digit recognition system. The Telugu language is most popular and one of classical languages of India. This language is spoken by more than 80 million people. The proposed method initially performs preprocessing on input digit pattern for removing noise, slat correction, size normalization and thinning. This paper divides the preprocessed Telugu handwritten digits into four differential zones of 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and 6x6 pixels and extracts 65 features using Fractal dimension (FD) from each zone. The proposed zonal fractal dimension (ZFD) method uses, Feed forward backward propagation neural network (FFBPNN) for classifying the digits with learning rate of 0.01 and sigmoid function as an activation function on extracted 65 features. This paper evaluated the efficiency of the proposed method based on 5000 Telugu handwritten digit samples, each consists of ten digits from different groups of people and totally 50,000 samples. The performance of classification of the proposed method also evaluated using statistical parameters like recall, precision, Fmeasure and accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical character recognition (OCR) is one of important image processing techniques which converts an input image into corresponding editable text as an output. These systems provide an interface between human and machine for automation of text documents with lot of time saving and human effort. Initially OCR was started for recognizing digits and characters in machine printed images after that extended to recognize in handwritten images. Handwritten recognition is always challenging task due to various shapes, sizes, writing variability between individuals and even variability of writing style of individuals with the environment as well as state of mind, mood of the person, writing instruments etc. Offline and online are two different categories in Handwritten recognition systems. In offline systems image text is processed once document scanned completely while in online systems processing is done during stroke made by the writer on digital surface using optical pen. One of the subtasks of handwritten character recognition problem is handwritten digit recognition, which is aimed to identify a numeric value within the document. It has specific applications in automatic pin code or zip code reading of postal system, bank cheques processing, vehicle number recognition, interpretation of ID numbers and so on.
The feature extraction and classification are two very important steps of handwritten numeric recognition to achieve high accuracy in this process. Spatial and transform domain are two major categories in Feature extraction techniques. Invariant moments [1] , projections [2, 64] , zoning feature [3] , an adaptive zoning techniques [4] , [5] , [55] and [6] ,gradient based features [7] [8] [10] are some of examples of spatial domain techniques. In spatial domain statistical or structural or both [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] properties can be used for extracting features. In transform domain Fourier transform (FT) [14] [15] [16] , Gabor transform [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , Wavelet transform [23] [24] [25] [26] are some for extracting features in the literature. Probabilistic neural network [27] , template matching [65] [66] [67] , Artificial neural network [28, 29, 56, 68] , Hidden Markov-model [30, 31] , support vector machine (SVM) [32] , [11] [42] Xiao-Xiao Niu n, ChingY.Suen presented a hybrid method for digits recognition using trainable features from convolutional neural network and SVM recognizer. In [43] Ghulam Ali Montazer proposed numeral recognition engine for Farsi script using neural network and fuzzy theory. This paper proposes a robust method for recognizing handwritten Telugu digits, which uses zone-based feature extraction technique using FD and FFBPNN for classification.
This paper is organized as follows Section II gives details about Telugu script characteristics, section III gives related work, section IV contains the description of our proposed method ,Section V contains experimental results, Section VI contains discussion of the results from the proposed method and conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. TELUGU SCRIPT CHARACTERISTISCS
India is country that have vast number of languages and officially recognized eighteen languages for regular use. Telugu is one of classical languages within these and is widely spoken Dravidian language. Telugu script used for writing the Telugu language. This script also used for writing some of minority languages such as Chenchu, Savara and Manna-Dora in South India. This script consists of 16 vowels denote as "achchus", 36 consonants denote as "hallus" and totally consists of 52 letters. And also several semi-vowel symbols called "maatras' and half consonants called 'voththus'. Combining all these together roughly provide 100 basic orthographic units. Fig.1 . shows image of Telugu alphabets. Telugu script also contains ten digits as shown in Fig.2 . OCR for Indian languages in general is more complex than those of European languages due to the linguistic complexity of large number of vowels, consonants and various different combinations of vowels and consonants. Relatively less work has been reported for the Indian scripts. In [44] Akhilesh Pandey et al. proposed off-line handwritten Hindi numeral recognition using majority voting scheme for extracting features and classified using neural network. V. Rajashekarraradhya et al proposed using zone based features for recognizing four south Indian scripts in [45] . In [46] Benne R.G have proposed for Kannada Devanagari and Telugu scripts handwritten digits recognition using structural features and recognized using k-nearest neighbor algorithm. In [47] B.V.Dhandra et at proposed method for recognizing three scripts using global and local structural features and classified using probabilistic neural network. In [48] S.M.Mali proposed handwritten Marathi numeral recognition using density and central moments. S.M.Mali [49] [59] U Ravi Babu proposed a method using features from structural, skeleton and water reservoir for recognizing Telugu digits.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Telugu Handwritten digit recognition is more challenging task because of similar looking shapes, sizes and lot of variation between different writing styles. These challenging tasks effects not only recognition accuracy but also leads to recognition complexity. Telugu handwritten digits samples of ten users are shown in Fig.3 . Fig.4 . shows the block diagram of ZFD model and various steps of the ZFD model is given below. 
Preprocessing:
To enhance significant features and to suppress unwanted distortions of the input handwritten Telugu digit images the present paper used a pre-processing technique in step 1.
In the preprocessing process, this paper initially converted the given color or grayscale handwritten digit image into black and white image using Otsu's [62] threshold. Fig.5 (b) shows the output of the input image 5(a) after converting into black and white image. To remove noise from input image 5(a), median filter is employed and the output is shown in Fig 5(c) . One of the crucial variations in handwritten digits is due to slant. After in-depth study from different users and their writing styles we observed that slant angle alpha (α) would be in the range [-45 o 45 o ]. To remove this the proposed ZFD model derived the following algorithm. and make it as A. 5. Let α be α /2 and go to step 2.
End.
One of the major problems in handwritten scripts is the size of the each alphabet and it depends on user to user and the same user may write with different sizes. To deal this aspect the proposed research derived a normalization process. To normalize the input numeral image, the proposed ZFD derived the following algorithm and by this, digits are normalized to a size of 48x48 pixels. Fig.6 (a) shows normalized image from Fig.5 (d) . To extract shape information of the digit the proposed ZFD method uses T.Y.Zang [63] thinning algorithm on given handwritten digit image. 
Algorithm for normalization of size:

Feature Extraction:
Feature extraction is very important step for extracting potential features to achieve high recognition accuracy. Efficient features are always have similar values for objects belong to same category and distinct for different categories. Obtaining features from handwritten images always difficult task due to high degree of variation between persons. Also since different person write the same numeric with different styles and strokes which are not smooth and irregular in nature. To address the above and to derive significant, precise and robust features from the handwritten numeric data the proposed ZFD utilizes fractal theory. Fractal theory overcome the limitations of Euclidean geometry with mathematical value and can be applied to characterize irregular or complex figures. We can quantify the irregularity and complexity of objects by using fractal analysis with a measurable value called fractal dimension (FD), which provides new approach to shape characterization. FD contains information about their geometric structure with non-integer dimension. The proposed ZFD uses box covering method for calculating the FD of the object. This method initially subdivide the object into a number of small boxes using the given scaling factors and computes FD from each box as shown in the Fig.7 . The FD 'd' of a geometric object is defined by using equation (1) and can estimate the FD d of a geometric object by performing a logarithmic linear regression using equation (2) . Where N(r) is the number of boxes covering the object and r is the size of the box.
ln N( r ) = ln β -d * ln r (2) where { ln β} is y-intersect. Figure 8 shows the graphical representation for the calculation of FD by taking {ln r} as x-axis and {ln N(r)} as y-axis. From this figure we can estimate FD from the slope of best fitting line.
To extract features the proposed method uses zonebased approach by dividing the normalized image into 2x2,3x3,4x4 and 6x6 pixel zones horizontally and vertically respectively as shown in the Fig.9 . From each zone the proposed method extracts fractal dimension using box counting method.
The proposed method extracted 4,9,16 and 36 FD features from 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and 6x6 normalized zonal Telugu handwritten digit images respectively. This leads to a total of 65 features. Fig.9 . shows different zones of normalized Telugu handwritten digit "Three" 
Classification and recognition using artificial neural network.
The classification stage is very important to assign label from features extracted in the previous stage. The extracted features are given as the input to the classification process. To classify the handwritten digit image the proposed method uses the FFBPNN. There are two distinct stages using FFBP network to process data, a training stage and a classification stage. The architecture of proposed model consists of one input layer and one output layer as shown in Fig.10 . The input layer consists of 65 neurons corresponds to each feature vector and output layer consists of 10 neurons each corresponds to 10 Telugu handwritten numerals that have to be identified. The proposed method uses delta rule for updating weights with learning rate equal to 0.01 and sigmoid function as an activation function as given in equation (3) .
Let w ki denote k th neuron i th weight and the delta rule for k using activation function s(x) given by
Where α denote learning rate which is equal to 0.01. s(x) denote neuron's activation function and s(x) = 1 1+ − s'( x ) represents derivative of s(x) and mathematically equal to ( 1 -s(x))s(x) t k denote target output h k denote weighted sum of the neuron's outputs y k denote actual output x i is the i th input y k = s(h k ) and h k =sigma(x i w ki ). 
V. RESULTS
In this section we experimented the benefits of propped ZFD model for the Telugu handwritten digits recognition. This paper considered a total of 50,000 samples of Telugu language handwritten digits which consists of ten digits (0-9) from each 5000 individuals. Table 1 and shows 99.23% of average accuracy. Fig.11 . shows the comparison of accuracy of all digits along with average accuracy using proposed method. Table 2 shows the misclassification between all handwritten Telugu digits from the proposed ZFD method. No misclassification happened for digit 0 and totally 173 misclassifications happened for remaining digits from 1 to 9. Out of 173 misclassifications more than 60.1% i.e. 104 misclassifications happened from the group of digits 3, 5, 6 and 9. In this group more misclassification happened for digit 3 and less misclassification happened for digit 9.Remaining 39.9% i.e. 69 misclassifications happened from remaining digits 1,2,4,7 and 8. In this group of digits maximum misclassification happened for 1 and less misclassification happened for digit 8. Table 3 shows the results of misrecognition of the handwritten Telugu digits from the proposed ZFD method. From the table we can observe that 65.87% i.e. 114 misrecognitions happened from group of digits 0,1,2,8 and 9. In this group more misrecognition happened for digit 0 i.e. twenty nine times and eighteen times misrecognition happened for digit 9. And also 59 misrecognition out of 173 with 34.13% happened for remaining group of digits 3,4,5,6 and 7. In this group more misrecognition happened for digit 7 and less happened for 5. Fig.12 shows the comparison between misclassification and misrecognition of handwritten Telugu digits from 0 to 9 using proposed ZFD model. Fig.13 represents some of samples which are confused digits from the proposed ZFD method. This image also contains the truth label and predicted label from the proposed ZFD method. 
A. Performance measures for classification
We evaluated proposed ZFD model performance using confusion matrix and Table 4 shows confusion matrix obtained from proposed ZFD model. In this paper, Precision (P), Recall (R), Accuracy (A) and F-measure (F) are used to evaluate the performance efficiency as given in the equation 4.The performance measures for classification of proposed ZFD method for Telugu handwritten digits is listed out in Table 5 and Fig.14 shows the comparison of performance measures of all digits.
Mathematically we evaluate these statistical methods using following procedure. Where  TF denote number of correct predictions that an instance is negative.  FN denote number of incorrect of predictions that an instance negative.  FP denote number of incorrect predictions that an instance is positive.  TP denote number of correct predictions that an instance is positive.
From Table 4 and Table 5 we can observe that digit 0 achieved maximum value in case of recall, F-measure and accuracy with values equal to 1, 0.9927 and 0.9987 respectively. But in case of precision digit 5 achieved maximum value which is equal to 0.9959. Digit 4 and Digit 0 achieved minimum values in case of recall and precession respectively. Digit 1 achieved minimum value in case of F-measure and accuracy with values equal to 0.9892 and 0.9979 respectively. 
B. Comparative analysis with different methods:
This paper compared proposed ZFD model with other existing methods for Telugu handwritten digit recognition using S. V. Rajashekararadhya et al [45] , B.V.Dhandra et al [47] , S. M. Mali [48] , G. Hemantha Kumar et al. [51] ,G. G. Rajput et at [52] Gita Sinha et at. [54] Algorithms and these methods achieved 98.6%, 98%, 97, 89%, 98%, 97.76% and 95.11% respectively. Authors in [45] and [54] are considered zonal features like our proposed method ZFD. But proposed SVM for 
VI. DISCUSSION
Experimental results reveal 100% accuracy for digit zero and almost good results in case of digits 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and 9 (more than 99%) from current proposed ZFD model. Out of total 20000 in training set, there are only 173 samples that are not successfully recognized. We have got an accuracy of 100% on the training samples (30,000 samples) and also an accuracy of 100% when the training is made on the whole dataset (50,000 samples). No misclassification happened for digit 0 with all other digits but 29 misrecognitions happed with remaining digits from 1 to 9.
Out of 29 misrecognitions 7,2,2,3,4,1,4,4 and 2 misrecognitions happened with digits 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9 respectively. From this we can observe that maximum confusion happened for digit 0 with digit 1 seven times. For digit 1 maximum misrecognitions happened with digit 5 and maximum misclassification happened with digit 0. Also no misclassification happened with digits 4, 5, 6 and 9.
In case of digit 2, totally eleven misrecognitions and fifteen misclassifications happened with remaining digits respectively. And also no misrecognition happened with digits 0, 5, 8 and 9 and no misclassification happened with digits 4 and 9. Maximum nine misrecognitions happened with digit 3.For digit 3 no misrecognition happened with 0, 7 and 8. Maximum nine times misclassification happened with digit 2 but no misclassification happened with digit 6. In case of digit 4 no misrecognition happened with 0, 1, 2 and 9 and also no misclassification with digits 5 and 9. For digit 5 neither misrecognition nor misclassification with digit 6 and maximum confusion happened with digit 1.For digit 6 no misrecognition happened with 0,1,3,7 and 8 and no misclassification happened with digit 6. And also maximum 11 times misrecognition happened with digit 9. In case of digit 7 no misrecognition happened with 0, 8 and 9 and no misclassification happened with 3, 5 and 6. Maximum eight times misrecognition happened with 3. For digit 8 no misrecognition happened with 0 and 5 and no misclassification happened 2,3,5,6, and 9. But maximum five times misrecognition happened with digit 9. In case of digit 9 no misrecognition happened with digits 0,1,2,4 and 8 and no misclassification with digits 4 and 7. Maximum twelve times misrecognition happened with digit 6.
From confusion table we observed that more confusion happened between 6 and 9.No confusion happened between digits 5 and 6, 4 and 9, 8 and 5 and between 2 and 9.
The proposed ZFD method minimized the overall confusion between the digits and improved accuracy because proposed method extracts features in zonal wise using FD. This indicates that the proposed method very suitable for recognizing Telugu numerals.
VII. CONCLUSION
This Paper introduced a robust method for recognizing handwritten Telugu digits. After an in-depth study on the Telugu handwritten digits we observed that the zonal based features are most important and crucial factor for achieving high accuracy. Based on this observation this paper proposed a robust ZFD method for recognition of handwritten Telugu numerals by dividing image into four different kind of zones 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and 6x6. Totally 65 features were extracted from each zone using FD and FFBPNN used for classification. The experimental analysis revealed the effectiveness of the proposed ZFD model. This paper evaluated the classification performance using statistical methods Precision, recall, accuracy and F 1 . The proposed method can also be extended to other Indian languages like Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil, and Hindi etc.
